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Let R s B be rings such that R is Noetherian and B is an intermediate ring 
between a Noetherian integral extension ring C of R and the integral closure of C. 
Then it is shown that if I is a finitely generated ideal in B, then the sets Ass B/(Ik), 
are finite and stabilize for all large k, where (P), is the integral closure in B of Ik. 
Moreover, if I=JB for some ideal J in R and if ps Ass R/(lk),, then there exists 
P E Ass B/(IkB), such that P n R = p, and the converse holds if minimal prime 
ideals in C lie over minimal prime ideals in R and k is large. From this it is shown 
that most of the theorems concerning asymptotic prime divisors, asymptotic 
sequences, and asymptotic grade that are known to hold for ideals in R continue to 
hold for finitely generated ideals in B. 11 1985 Academic press, IIIC. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
All rings in this paper are commutative with identity and the ter- 
minology is generally standard. 
The asymptotic theory of ideals in Noetherian rings has been con- 
siderably developed in a number of recent papers. It turns out that 
asymptotic prime divisors, asymptotic sequences, and asymptotic grade 
play analogous roles in the asymptotic theory to associated primes, R-se- 
quences, and classical grade in the standard theory of ideals in Noetherian 
rings, and it has been shown that many known results from the standard 
theory have a valid analogue in the asymptotic theory. The results to date 
have shown some interesting and useful properties of asymptotic prime 
divisors and of locally quasi-unmixed Noetherian rings, and they are 
especially useful when working with a local ring R since they give con- 
siderable internal (to R) information concerning the minimal prime ideals 
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in the completion of R. It has also been shown that asymptotic prime 
divisors, asymptotic sequences, and asymptotic grade behave nicely when 
passing to localizations, factor domains modulo minimal prime ideals, and 
to faithfully flat Noetherian extension rings. 
The initial question that motivated the current paper was to determine 
how these same three concepts behave when passing to finite integral 
extension rings. It turns out that they likewise behave nicely in regard to 
such extension rings, and considerably more is true. Specifically, it is shown 
in Section 2 that if R c_ B are arbitrary rings (commutative with identity) 
with B integral over R and if I is an ideal in R, then (ZkB), n R = (Zk), for 
all k 3 1, where J, denotes the integral closure of the ideal J. Using this, it 
is shown in Section 3 that if R is Noetherian and B is an intermediate ring 
between a Noetherian integral extension ring C of R and the integral 
closure of C, then (Z“B), has a finite primary decomposition for all k > 1 
and the sets of associated primes stabilize for all large k. Moreover, every 
asymptotic prime divisor of Z is the contraction to R of one of the 
asymptotic prime divisors of ZB, and the converse is true if minimal prime 
ideals in C lie over minimal prime ideals in R. Finally, as an application of 
this, it is shown in Sections 46 that nearly all the main results concerning 
asymptotic prime divisors, asymptotic sequences, asymptotic grade, and 
the asymptotic cograde of ideals in Noetherian rings continue to hold for 
finitely generated ideals in B. Besides being of some interest in itself, this is 
also quite important to know, since the proofs of many results in local ring 
theory require working with intermediate rings between a local ring and its 
integral closure. Thus the results in this paper should be quite useful in 
future research on the asymptotic theory of ideals and the general theory of 
local rings. 
2. INTEGRAL EXTENSION RINGS AND THE INTEGRAL CLOSURE OF AN IDEAL 
The two main results in this section show that if Z is an ideal in a ring R, 
if B is an integral extension ring of R, and if 9 is the Rees ring of R with 
respect to Z, then (ZkB),n R = (Zk), = (uk9),n R for all k k 1. I believe 
these results are new to this paper; in any case they will play an important 
role in Section 3 where certain restrictions are placed on R, B, and I. 
In order to prove these two results we need the following definitions. 
(2.1) DEFINITION. Let R be a ring and let Z be an ideal in R. Then: 
(2.1.1) R’ will always denote the integral closure of R in its total 
quotient ring. 
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(2.1.2) I, is the integral closure in R of I, so I, = (x E R; x is the root 
of a polynomial of the form x” + i, A“’ - ’ + . . . + i,, where i, E p for 
j= l,..., n}. 
(2.1.3) The Rees ring 9?(R, I) of R with respect o I is the graded sub- 
ring R[tZ, u] of R[t, u], where t is an indeterminate and u = l/t. 
Concerning (2.1.2), it is well known that Z, is an ideal in R such that 
Zc Z, E Rad I. And if B = 9(R, I), then u is a regular element in W and 
uk9?nR=Zk for all k> 1. 
Our first result is a useful characterization of (Zk), in terms of Rees rings. 
(2.2) PROPOSITION. Let Z be an ideal in a ring R and let .!J? = W(R, I). 
Then uk&?“n R= (ukS?),n R= (Zk), for all k> 1. 
Proof: Let r E ukc%‘n R, so rtk E 93”. Therefore there exist n and 
J;,..., f, E 9 such that (rtk)” +f,(rtk)nm ’ + . .. +f, = 0. Now rtk is 
homogeneous, so it may be assumed that the&. are, so the degree off, is kj 
and f, = ijtkJ for some ij E R. Then ii E uk’W n R = Zkj (j = I,..., n), so by can- 
celling t k” it follows that r” + i, r”- ’ + ... + i, = 0, so r E (Zk),. Therefore 
ukR’ n R 2 (Zk),, and the opposite inclusion follows by reading this proof 
backwards. 
Finally, it readily follows from the definition that (~“9)~ = ukW’ n B’, 
since u is regular, so it follows from what was just shown that 
(uk9!),n R = (Zk),. Q.E.D. 
To prove the second characterization of (Zk), we need the following 
lemma. 
(2.3) LEMMA. Let R c B be rings such that B is integral over R and let x 
be a regular element in R that is also regular in B. Then (xkB), n R = 
(xkRL 
Proof. If t-E (xkB),n R, then r/xkE B’, since xk is regular in B, and 
r/xk E T, the total quotient ring of R, since xk is regular in R. Therefore 
r/xk E R’, since B’ is integrally dependent on R, so r E xkR’ n R = (xkR),, 
since xk is regular. Therefore (xkB),n R E (x~R)~, and the opposite 
inclusion is clear. Q.E.D. 
(2.4) PROPOSITION. Let R G B be rings such that B is integral over R and 
let Z be an ideal in R. Then (ZkB), n R = (Ik), for all k 2 1. 
Proof: Let 9 = 9?(R, I) and 98=9QB, ZB). Then (uk@),n B= (ZkB), 
and (ukW), n R = (Zk), for all k 2 1, by (2.2). Also, $7 contains and is 
integral over W, since B contains and is integral over R, and u is regular in 
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9 and in B’, so (uk99),n W = (~‘g)~, by (2.3). Therefore (ZkS),n R = 
((~~9Y),nB)nR=((u%?)~n9f)nR=(u~&?)~nR=(Z~),. Q.E.D. 
The final result in this section gives two useful consequences of (2.4). 
(2.5) COROLLARY. Let R G B be rings such that B is integral over R and 
let I be an ideal in R. Then the following hold: 
(2.5.1) (Zk)JnR=(Zk)Ofor all k> 1. 
(2.5.2) If I= bR is a regular principal ideal such that (bR), = bR, then 
(bkB),nR=bkBnR=bkRfor allk>l. 
Proof: (2.5.1) follows immediately from (2.4), since (Zk),B~ (ZkB),. 
And if bR = (bR),, then since b is regular it follows by induction that 
bkR = (bkR), for all k > 1. Therefore (2.5.2) also follows directly from (2.4). 
Q.E.D. 
Concerning (2.5.2), note that if R= R’, then (bR),= bR for all regular 
elements b in R, since (bR), = bR’ n R. 
3. ASYMPTOTIC PRIME DIVISORS IN INTEGRAL EXTENSION RINGS 
It follows from the results in this section that if B is an intermediate ring 
between a Noetherian ring R and its integral closure and if Z is a finitely 
generated ideal in B, then the asymptotic prime divisors of Z are well 
defined and have most of the basic properties that the asymptotic prime 
divisors of ideals in R are known to have. Moreover, if I= JB for some 
ideal J in R, then the asymptotic prime divisors of J are the contractions to 
R of the asymptotic prime divisors of I. 
In order to prove some of the results that follow from this it is necessary 
to work in the somewhat more general situation that is described in (3.2). 
An important special case of the rings R G B in (3.2) is briefly discussed in 
the paragraph preceding (3.2), and (3.1) gives the definitions that are 
needed in this section. 
(3.1) DEFINITION. Let Z be an ideal in a ring R. Then: 
(3.1.1) P E Spec R is an asymptotic prime divisor of I in case P is a 
prime divisor of (Zk), for all large k. a*(Z) denotes the set of asymptotic 
prime divisors of I. 
(3.1.2) mAss R = {z E Spec R; z is minimal}. 
Concerning (3.1.1), it is shown in [9, (2.7)] that the sets Ass R/(Zk), are 
equal for all large k, when R is Noetherian, so A*(Z) is a well-defined finite 
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set in this case. And it is shown in (3.3.3) that this continues to hold for 
finitely generated ideals in B, where R c B are as in (3.2). 
Concerning the conditions on R G B in (3.2), note that they hold if R s C 
is an integral extension of Noetherian rings and B is an intermediate ring 
between C and C’. (For if this holds, then for each z E mAss B there exists a 
finite integral extension domain D of C/(zn C) such that D G B/z and 
D’ = (B/z)‘, by [S, (33.10)], so since mAss B is finite there exists a finite 
integral extension ring A of C such that A c B and (B/z)’ = (A/(z n A ))’ for 
all z E mAss B.) However, the conditions are more general than this, since 
(3.2.5) shows that they are inherited by R/(Zn R) E B/Z for all finitely 
generated ideals I in B, whereas if C E BE C’ and I is such an ideal in B, 
then B/Z may not be an intermediate ring between a Noetherian ring and 
its integral closure. (And it is because we sometimes must pass to B/I that 
we do not simply restrict attention to CC B.) 
(3.2) Remark. Let R G B be rings such that R is Noetherian, B is 
integral over R, mAss B is finite, and there exists a Noetherian integral 
extension ring C of R such that Cc B and (B/z)’ = (C/(2 n C))’ for all 
z E mAss B (3.1.2). Then (3.2.4)-(3.2.7) list some of the properties of such 
an extension. But our main goal is to show that finitely generated ideals in 
B inherit most of the asymptotic properties that the ideals in R are known 
to have, and to do this it is often sufficient to simply assume that B is 
integral over a Noetherian subring R such that (R/z)’ = (R/(z n R))’ for all 
z E mAss B. Thus we can often furthermore assume that one or more of 
(3.2.1)-(3.2.3) hold. 
(3.2.1) There exists a finite integral extension ring A of C such that 
A z B and for all z E mAss B it holds that zn A mass A and 
(A/(zn A))‘= (B/z)‘. Also, A c B satisfy the hypotheses on R E B, so it 
may be assumed to begin with that R = A. 
(3.2.2) If b ,,..., b, are finitely many elements in B, then 
R[b,,..., b,] G B satisfy the same hypotheses as R E B, so it may be 
assumed that b, ,..., 6, are in R. 
(3.2.3) If PE Spec B, then there exists b E P such that P is the only 
prime ideal in B that lies over Pn C[b], so it may be assumed that P is the 
only prime ideal in B that lies over Pn C. 
(3.2.4) If b is a regular principal ideal in B’, then bkB’ is a finite inter- 
section of height one primary ideals and Ass B’/bkB’ = Ass B’IbB’ for all 
k 3 1, and if p E Ass B’IbB’, then pBb is principal and Bb/Rad Bk) is a dis- 
crete valuation domain (of altitude one). 
(3.2.5) If I is an ideal in B, then R/(Zn R) E B/Z satisfy the same 
hypotheses as R c B in the following cases: Z is finitely generated; Rad Z is 
the radical of a finitely generated ideal; and, Z is a prime ideal. 
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(3.2.6) If S is a multiplicatively closed set in R, then Rs E B, satisfy 
the same hypotheses as R c_ B. 
(3.2.7) If J is an ideal in R, then W(R, J) c .%?(I?, JB) satisfy the same 
hypotheses as R c B. 
Proof: For (3.2.1), since for each z E mAss B it holds that (B/z)’ = 
(C/(z n C))’ and C/(z n C) is Noetherian, it follows from [S, (33.10)] that 
there exist only finitely many prime ideals in B that lie over z n C. 
Therefore if mAss B = {z, ,..., z,} and if bj E zi and is not in any other prime 
ideal in B that lies over zin C, then A = C[b, ,..., bg] is such that 
z n A E mAss A for all z E mAss B, and (3.2.1) clearly follows from this. 
(3.2.2) is clear. 
For (3.2.3), if P E Spec B, then let z E mAss B such that z c P. Then D = 
C/(z n C) c_ B/z G D’ and D is Noetherian. Also, Pjz E Spec B/z, so there 
exist only finitely many prime ideals in B/z that lie over (P/z) n D = 
(P n C)/(z n C). Therefore since mAss B is finite, it follows that there are 
only finitely many prime ideals in B that lie over Pn C, and (3.2.3) readily 
follows from this. 
(3.2.4) is proved in [7, Propositions 2.7 and 2.13 and Corollary 2.121. 
For (3.2.5) it will first be shown that there are only finitely many prime 
ideals in B that are minimal with respect o containing I. For this, it clearly 
suffices to show that if I is finitely generated, then there are only finitely 
many PE Spec B that are minimal with respect o containing Z. For this, let 
z E mAss B. Then there are only finitely many prime ideals in (B/z)’ that are 
minimal with respect to containing ((I+ z)/z)(B/z)‘, by [2, Theorem A]. 
Thus it readily follows that there are only finitely many prime ideals in B/z 
that are minimal with respect to containing (I+ z)/z. Therefore since 
mAss B is finite it follows that there are only finitely many prime ideals in 
B that are minimal with respect to containing I. 
Now it is clear that R/(Zn R) c C/(Zn C) E B/Z are such that R/(Zn R) 
and C/(Zn C) are Noetherian and B/Z is integral over R/(Zn R). Also, 
mAss B/Z is finite, by the preceding paragraph, and it follows as in the 
paragraph preceding (3.2) that there exists a finite integral extension ring A 
of C/(ZnC) such that A G B/Z and ((B/Z)/P)‘= (A/(Pn A))’ for all 
P E mAss B/Z. Therefore (3.2.5) holds. 
(3.2.6) follows readily from the hypotheses on R E C E B, since S E R. 
For (3.2.7) let 8 = 92(R, J), %? = 9(C, JC), and %? = 9(B, JB). Then 
9 cV E &I, W and %? are Noetherian, and B is integral over 9. Also the 
structure of ~8 implies that mAss ~9 = {z’ = zB[ t, u] n 9L?‘; ‘z E mAss B} and 
that 99/z’ E 9(B/z, (JB + z)/z) for all such z’. Now B/z and C/(z n C) have 
the same integral closure, so if w’ = z’ n V and w = w’ n C, then w = z n C 
and it follows similarly that W/w’r&?(C/w, (JC+ w)/w). (Note that D = 
B[u]/(z’n B[u])r(B/z)[u] (with u transcendental over B/z) is integral 
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over (C/W)[U] and D is also integral over C[u]/(z’n C[U]), so it follows 
that w’n C[u] = z’n C[U] = wC[U], so w’ = wC[u, t] n %‘.) Therefore 
mAss 9# is a finite set and 9/z’ and ?Z/(z’ n ‘+?) have the same integral 
closure for all z’ E mAss S?‘, since ~(B/z, (JB + z)/z) and W(C/w, 
(JC + w)/w) do (where z = z’ n B and w = z n C). Q.E.D. 
In (3.3) it is shown that J*(I) is a well-defined finite set when I is a 
finitely generated ideal in B. Also, note that (3.3.4) would be a considerably 
weaker result if we only considered C c B in (3.2) instead of R c C E B. 
Finally, the proof of (3.3) is fairly long and technical, since the most basic 
asymptotic properties of I are established in it. Once the results in (3.3) are 
known, the proofs of most of the other results in this paper will be quite 
straightforward. 
(3.3) THEOREM. Let R E B be as in (3.2), let I be a finitely generated 
ideal in B and let 98 = 9(B, I). Then the following hold. 
(3.3.1) (Ik), is a finite intersection of primary ideals for all k > 1. 
(3.3.2) If PEASS B/(Ik)O for some k> 1, then PEASS B/(I”‘)u for all 
large m. 
(3.3.3) The sets Ass B/(Ik), and Ass gj(ukg), stabilize for all large k, 
and if J*(I) and A^*(uS?) denote the stabilized sets, then A*(I) = {p n B; 
pi Ass ~‘/u~‘) = {qn B; qEA^*(z&)). 
(3.3.4) If I= JB for some ideal J in R, then ALE (Pn R; 
P E J*(I)}, and equality holds lfz E mAss B implies z n R E mAss R. 
Proof: ukS?’ is a finite intersection of primary ideals for all k 2 1, by 
(3.2.7) and (3.2.4). Therefore (3.3.1) holds, since (Ik), = ~~99 n B, by (2.2). 
For (3.3.2) it may be assumed by (3.2.1) that zn R amass R and 
(R/(z n R))’ = (B/z)’ for all z E mAss B, and by (3.2.2) it may be assumed 
that I= JB for some ideal J in R, since I is finitely generated. Therefore let 
P E Ass B/(Ik), for some k 2 1. Then by (3.2.3) it may also be assumed that 
P is the only prime ideal in B that lies over P n R. And by (3.2.4) and the 
proof of (3.3.1) there exists a (height one) prime divisor p of uk~’ such that 
p n B = P. By (3.2.4) let z’ be the minimal prime ideal in $9’ that is con- 
tained in p, let z = z’ n B, and let w = z’ n R. Then z’ = zT[ t, u] n 93’, where 
T is the total quotient ring of B, so z E mAss B, and so w E mAss R by the 
preceding. Now by the structure of @ it follows that z’ n ~28 = zB[ t, u] n 98 
and that L?~‘/(z’ n g)~a(B/z, (I+ z)/z) = (say) V. For ease of notation we 
identify these isomorphic rings, so since S?/(z’ n 93) c S?‘/z’ E T[t, u]/ 
zT[ t, u], it follows that % c W/z’ c V’. Also, since (I + z)/z = ((J + w)/w) 
(B/z) and since B/z and R/w have the same integral closure, it follows that 
,%!(R/w, (J+ w)/w) = (say) &Y is such that 9 E +? G 9’ = 59’. Therefore there 
exists a (height one) prime ideal q in 9’ such that qn (C&/z’) =p/z’, so 
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qn(R/w)=@nR)/w. Also, qn(R/w)Ea*((J+w)/w), by [9, (2.7)], so 
since q n (R/w) = (p n R)/w, sinceR/w is Noetherian, and since w E mAss R, 
[9, (6.3)] says that pn RE A*(J). Therefore, since (J”), and (Im)U are 
finite intersections of primary ideals for all m > 1, by (3.3.1), since 
(I”), n R = ((JR)“), n R = (J”),, by (2.4), and since P =p n B is the only 
prime ideal in B lying over Pn R, it follows that P is a prime divisor of 
(I”), for all large m. 
For (3.3.3), since Ass SS’/uk&I’ = Ass W/u@ is a finite set for all k 3 1, by 
(3.2.4) and since (Zk), = u’@ n B, by (2.2), it follows that U{Ass B/(Z“),; 
k 3 1 } is a finite set. Therefore it follows from (3.3.2) that the sets 
Ass B/(Zk), stabilize for all large k. Therefore the sets Ass a/(~?@)~ 
stabilize for all large k, by (3.2.7) and what was just shown. Let A*(Z) and 
A^*(z&) denote the stabilized sets. Then since uk#n B= (Zk), = 
(z?g), n B, by (2.2), and since uk# is a finite intersection of primary ideals 
and Ass G3:‘/uka’ = Ass @/u&Y’, by (3.2.4), it follows that A*(Z) E {p n B; 
p~Ass&Y/t&‘} and ALE {qnB; qua*). 
For the opposite inclusions let p E Ass W,lu~;’ and let P =p n B. Then as 
in the proof of (3.3.2) it may be assumed that zn R E mAss R 
and( R/(z n R))’ = (B/z)' for all z E mAss B, that I= JB for some ideal J in 
R, and that P is the only prime ideal in B that lies over Pn R. Then the 
proof of (3.3.2) actually showed that Pn R E a*(J). Therefore it follows as 
in the last sentence of the proof of (3.3.2) and from the definition that 
PE a*(Z). Finally, since (uk.@l),n B= (Zk), for all k 3 1 and since 
~~#n~=(u~~)~, it follows that if qEA^*(z&), then there exists 
PE Ass %“/I.&;’ such that pnW = q, so qn B=pn BE A*(Z) by what was 
just shown. 
For (3.3.4) assume that I= JB for some ideal J in R. Then (Zk)on R = 
((JB)k), n R = (Jk),, by (2.4), and (Zk), and (.Z’), are finite intersections of 
primary ideals, by (3.3.1) so it follows that A*(Z) c {P n R; PEA*(Z). 
Now assume that z~mAss B implies zn R~mAss R and let PEA*(Z). 
By (3.3.3) let p E Ass S/z&?’ such that p n B = P, and by (3.2.4) let z’ be the 
minimal prime ideal in $8’ that is contained in p. Then the structure of g 
implies that z = z’ n B E mAss B and a/(~’ n $9) 2 2( B/z, (I + z)/s) = (say) 
%?. Also, the hypothesis implies that w = z n R E mAss R, since z E mAss B. 
Let %Y = ~(R/w, (J+ w)/w), so +J? contains and is integral over 9, since B/s 
is integral over R/w and (Z+z)/z= ((J+ w)/w)(B/z). Further, %“z 
@/(z'ng)'= (~Y/z')', so let 2 be the ring between %? and %” that 
corresponds to W/z’ and let p” be its prime ideal that corresponds to p/z. 
Let p’ be a height one prime ideal in W that lies over p” and let q’ = 
p'n%?, so height q’=l, by [IS, (10.14)], and q’n(R/w)=(PnR)/w. 
Therefore, since q’ is a height one prime divisor of Z.&Y’, [9, (2.7)] implies 
that q'n(R/w)EA*((J+w)/w). Thus since w~mAssR and q'n(R/w)= 
(PnR)/w, [9,(6.3)]impliesthat PnREA^*(.Z). Q.E.D. 
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It should be noted that (3.3.4) was proved in [3, Chapter 41 under the 
assumption that R and B are Noetherian domains. 
It is worth noting that if R _C B and I are as in (3.3) and H is any ideal in 
B such that ZE H c I,, then (Hk), is a finite intersection of primary ideals 
for all k > 1. This follows as in the proof of (3.3.1) since 9(B, I) c 
.3i(B, H) c .%(B, I,) s W(B, I)‘. 
Theorem (3.4) shows three useful results concerning A*(Z); they are 
known to hold when I is an ideal in a Noetherian ring. 
(3.4.) THEOREM. Let R c B be as in (3.2), let Z be a finite1.v generated 
ideal in B, and let PE Spec B such that ZG P. Then the jbllowing hold: 
(3.4.1) P E A*(Z) if and only [f there e.\rists z E mAss B such that z c P 
and P/z~A*((z+z)/z). 
(3.4.2) Zf S is a multiplicatively closed set in B such that P, # B,, then 
PEA*(Z) {j’and only if P,EA*(Z,). 
(3.4.3) If H is a finitely generated ideal in B such that ( Hh), = (Z’), for 
some positive integers h and i, then A*( I) = A*(H). 
Proofi By (3.2.1)-(3.2.3) it may be assumed that z n R E mAss R and 
(R/(2 n R))’ = (B/z)’ for all z E mAss B, that I= JB for some ideal J in R, 
and that P is the only prime ideal in B lying over p = Pn R. 
For (3.4.1) assume first that PEA*(Z), so PEA*(J), by (3.3.4) and the 
preceding paragraph. Therefore there exists u‘ E mAss R such that w up and 
p/w E A^* ((Js w)/w), by [IS, (6.3)]. Let z E mAss B such that z n R = w, so 
: c P by the going-up theorem and the uniqueness of P lying over p. Also, 
R/w E B/z G (R/w)’ and ((J + w)/w)( B/z) = (I + 2)/z, by the preceding 
paragraph, so there exists P’ E ,?*((I+ ,I)/L) such that P’n (R/w) =p/w, by 
(3.3.4). Therefore the uniqueness of P implies that P’ = P/z, so 
P/z&* ((Z+z)/z). 
For the converse assume that ZE mAss B is such that 2 E P and 
P/;EA^* ((/+2)/z). Let ~t’=zn R, so M’ErnAss R, Rlw~ B/z~(Rlw)‘, and 
((J+w)/w,)(B/.z)=(I+z)/z. Therefore (P/z)n(R/w)~Al* ((J+w)/w), by 
(3.3.4). But (P/z) n (R/w) =p/w, so p E AI* (J), by [9, (6.3)]. Therefore by 
the uniqueness of P lying over p it follows from (3.3.4) that p E A*(Z). 
For (3.4.2) (Zk), is a finite intersection of primary ideals for all k 3 1, by 
(3.3. I ), and (I”), B, = (ZkBs ),, so the conclusion readily follows from 
properties of primary decompositions and the definition of A^*, (3.1.1). 
For (3.4.3), (((I’),)k),= (li”), for all k3 1 and similarly for (J’),, so 
(Zk), = (Jjk), for all k 3 1. Therefore it follows from the definition of A* 
that A*(Z) = A*(J). Q.E.D. 
(3.5) COROLLARY. With R E B and IE P as in (3.4), the following hold: 
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(35.1) Zf z E mAss B and P is minimal with respect to containing I + z, 
then P E A*(Z). 
(3.5.2) Zf Z is an ideal in B that is contained in Rad B, then 
A*((z+ Z)/Z) = (P/Z; PE Al*(z)}. 
Proof For (3.5.1), if P is minimal with respect o containing I+ z, then 
P/z is minimal with respect to containing (I+ z)/z. Therefore P/z E 
A*((Z+ z)/z), since (((I+ z)/z)~), is a finite intersection of primary ideals 
for all k>, 1, by (3.25) and (3.3.1), so PEA*(Z), by (3.4.1). 
For (3.5.2), (Zk), is a finite intersection of primary ideals for all k B 1, by 
(3.3.1), and Zc (Zk),, since ZE Rad Bc (Zk),. Also, (Zk),/Z= ((Z/Z)k)n, 
and if A*(Z) = {P, ,.,,, P,} and if k is large, then (Zk), = n; Qi for some Pi- 
primary ideals Qi and the intersection is irredundant, by (3.3.1) and (3.3.3). 
Therefore it follows that ((Z/Z)k), = n; QJZ, where QJZ is Pi/Z-primary 
(i = l,..., n) and this intersection is irredundant, and the conclusion readilly 
follows from this. Q.E.D. 
Theorem (3.6) extends (3.3.4) from R to B. 
(3.6) THEOREM. Let R E B and SE D satisfy the hypotheses on the rings 
R E B in (3.2), assume that D contains and is integral over B, and let Z be a 
finitely generated ideal in B. Then the following hold: 
(3.6.1) Zfp~A*(z), then there exists PEA*(ZD) such that PnB=p. 
(3.6.2) Zf z amass D implies zn B~mAss B and if PE A*(ZD), then 
Pn BE d*(Z). 
Proof For (3.6.1) let 9Z = W(B, I) and 9 =&?(D, ZD), so ~*(u%?) and 
A*(&) are well-defined sets, by (3.3.3). Now if p E A*(Z), then there exists 
qe A^*(z&) such that qn B=p, by (3.3.3). Also, 9 contains and is integral 
over 9, so (r/9), n &I = (ukg), for all k > 1, by (2.4). Therefore there 
exists q’EA*(z&) such that q’nS?=q. Then P=q’nDEA*(ZD), by 
(3.3.3), and PnB=p, so (3.6.1) holds. 
For (3.6.2) let P E A*(ZD) and by (3.4.1) let z E mAss D such that z s P 
and P/z E A*((ZD + z)/z). Let w = z n B, so w E mAss B, by hypothesis, and 
w up = P n B. Also, R/(w n R) c B/w and S/(z n S) C_ D/z satisfy the 
hypotheses on R c B, by (3.2.5), and D/z contains and is integral over B/w. 
Further, PEA*(Z) if p/w EA*((Z+ w)/w), by (3.4.1), and p/w = 
(P/z) n (B/w), so it may be assumed to begin with that B and D are integral 
domains. Now, with G9 = .45?(B, I) and 9 = %!(D, ID), there exists 
q’ E Ass 9’/u9’ such that q’ n D = P, by (3.3.3). Then height q’ = 1, since 9’ 
is a Krull domain, so q = q’n&Y is a height one prime ideal containing 
a&Y, by [S, (10.14)]. Therefore q E Ass 9?‘/uW, so qn BE A*(Z), by (3.3.3) 
and qnB=p, so PnB=peA*(Z). Q.E.D. 
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Theorem (3.7) considers faithfully flat extension rings; (3.7.3) and the 
related (4.10.2), (53.6) and (5.4.5) are the only results from the Noetherian 
case in which I found it necessary to add additional hypotheses. Each of 
these results holds without the quasi-unmixed assumption when B and D 
are Noetherian. 
(3.7) THEOREM. Let R G B and S c D satisfy the hypotheses on R 5 B in 
(3.2) let I be a finitely generated ideal in B, and assume that D is a faithfuhy 
flat B-module. Then the following hold. 
(3.7.1) ,?*(I& {Pn B; PEAI*(Z 
(3.7.2) Ifp E A*(Z) and PE Spec D is minimal with respect to contain- 
ing pD, then PE A*(ID). 
(3.7.3) rf S is locally quasi-unmixed and z E mAss D implies 
znSEmAss S, then A*(Z)= (Pn B; PEAI*(Z 
Proof: Note that A^*(ZD) and A*(Z) are well-defined finite sets, by 
(3.3.3) and (3.3.1). Also (ZkD),n B= (Zk), for all k 2 1; this was proved in 
[S, (2.5)] under the assumption that BED are Noetherian rings such that 
D is a faithfully flat B-module, but the Noetherian hypothesis was not used 
in the proof. Therefore (3.7.1) readily follows from this. 
Now let p and P be as in (3.7.2). Then D, is a faithfully fiat extension 
ring of B,,, and AI* and A*(ZD,) are well-defined finite sets, by (3.4.2). 
Thus (3.7.2) holds, since (ZkDp)U n B, = (ZkB,),. 
Finally, let P E A*(ZD) and let Q = P n B. Also, let L% = %(B, I) and 9 = 
W(D, ID). Then by (3.3.3) there existsp E A*(&@) such that p n D = P. Then 
since finitely generated integral domains over a locally quasi-unmixed 
Noetherian domain are again locally quasi-unmixed, by [6, Corollary 3.71, 
it follows from the hypotheses on S and D that finite integral extension 
rings of S contained in D are locally quasi-unmixed. Therefore by (3.2.2) it 
may be assumed that ID = JD for some ideal J in S. Then ,Y = &?(S, J) is 
locally quasi-unmixed, by [ 11, (5.1)], and 9 contains and is integral over 
Y, since D contains and is integral over S. Therefore by (3.4.1) let 
z~mAss 9 such that zcp and p/z~A^*((t& +z)/z), and let w =znY. 
Then, much as in the proof of (3.2.7) and since minimal prime ideals in D 
lie over minimal prime ideals in S, it follows that w amass ,Y. Now 
Y/W c g/z satisfy the hypotheses on R L B in (3.2) by (3.2.7) and (3.2.5) 
so (p/z)n (Y/w)eA^*((uY + w)/w), by (3.3.4). But Y/w is locally quasi- 
unmixed, by [S, (34.5)] (since Y is), so height (p/z) n (Y/w) = 1, by [lo, 
(4.6)] (since (uY + W)/W is principal). Therefore height @n 9’)/w = 1, so 
since Y is locally quasi-unmixed and w E mAss Y it follows that height 
p n Y = 1, hence height p = 1, by integral dependence. Now G? is a 
faithfully flat extension ring of 9; this was proved in [9, (6.4)] under the 
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assumption that BE D are Noetherian rings such that D is a faithfully flat 
extension of B, but the Noetherian assumption was not used in the proof. 
Therefore, if q =p n %?, then u E q, so height q = 1, by flatness, so 
qEJ*(z&). Therefore Q=qnBfzA*(Z), by (3.3.3), so A*(Z)z(PnB; 
PeAI*(Z hence (3.7.3) follows from (3.7.1). Q.E.D. 
Some additional results concerning A*(Z) are given in (4.4) (6.1), and 
(6.2). Their proofs require some results that have not as yet been proved, 
so it was decided to delay stating them until the requisite results have been 
proved. 
4. ASYMPTOTIC SEQUENCES IN INTEGRAL EXTENSION RINGS 
In this section several known results concerning asymptotic sequences in 
Noetherian rings are extended to rings B as in (3.2). For this we need the 
following definition. 
(4.1) DEFINITION. Let I be an ideal in a ring B and let b, ,..., b, be non- 
units in B. Then b , ,..., b, are an asymptotic sequence over I in case 
(I, 6, ,..., b,)B# B and bi$a*((Z,b ,,..., hip ,)B) for i= l,..., S. An asymptotic 
sequence over I= (0) is called an asymptotic sequence in B. 
Theorem (4.2) shows that asymptotic sequences over Z behave nicely 
when passing to integral extension rings. 
(4.2) THEOREM. Let R G B and S G D be rings that satisfy the hypotheses 
on R E B in (3.2) and let Z be a finitely generated ideal in B. Then the follow- 
ing hold: 
(4.2.1) rfb, ,..., b, are an asymptotic sequence over ID, then they are 
an asymptotic sequence over I. 
(4.2.2) Zf z E mAss D implies zn BE mAss B and if 6, ,..., b, are an 
asymptotic sequence over Z, then they are an asyptotic sequence over ID. 
Proof: Both (4.2.1) and (4.2.2) follow readily from the definition, (4.1) 
and the corresponding part of (3.6). Q.E.D. 
Theorem (4.3) shows that if b,,..., b,, are an asymptotic sequence over Z, 
then so is each permutation of them if they are in the Jacobson radical, 
while if Z is contained in the Jacobson radical, then b,,..., b, are also an 
asymptotic sequence in B. 
(4.3) THEOREM. Let R c B be as in (3.2), let Z be a finitely generated 
ideal in B, and let b, ,..., b, be an asymptotic sequence over I. Then the follow- 
ing hold: 
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(4.3.1) If bl,..., b, are in the Jacobson radical of B, then each per- 
mutation of them is an asymptotic sequence over I. 
(4.3.2) Zf I is contained in the Jacobson radical of B, then b, ,..., b, are 
an asymptotic sequence in B. 
Proof: By (3.2.1) and (3.2.2) it may be assumed that zn RE mAss R for 
all z E mAss B, that b, ,..., 6, are in R, and that I= JB for some ideal J in R. 
Therefore b, ,..., b, are an asymptotic sequence over J, by (4.2.1). Also, if the 
6, are in the Jacobson radical of B, then they are in the Jacobson radical of 
R. Therefore each permutation of them is an asymptotic sequence over J, 
by [ 11, (6.3)], so each permutation of them is an asymptotic sequence over 
Z, by (4.2.2). And if I is contained in the Jacobson radical of B, then J is 
contained in the Jacobson radical of R. Therefore bl,..., b,s are an 
asymptotic sequence in R, by [ll, (6.5)], so they are an asymptotic 
sequence in B, by (4.2.2) (with I= (0) there, since an asymptotic sequence 
in a ring is an asymptotic sequence over its zero ideal). Q.E.D. 
Corollary (4.4) shows a nice containment relation holds between 
asymptotic prime divisors. A closely related result is given in 
Theorem (6.1). 
(4.4) COROLLARY. With the notation of (4.3), assume that I is contained 
in the Jacobsen radical of B. Fix i (1 < i 6 s) and let p be a prime divisor of 
((b, ,..., bi)kB), for some k 3 1. Then there exists PEJ*(Z+ (6, ,..., b;)B) such 
that p SK P. 
ProoJ p E A*( (b, ,..., b,)B), by (3.3.2). Therefore if no such P exists, then 
there exists c EP such that c # UA*(Z + b, ,..., b,)B). Then b, ,..., bi, c are an 
asymptotic sequence over Z and bl,..., hi, c are not an asymptotic sequence 
in B, and this contradicts (4.3.2). Q.E.D. 
Several other additional useful properties of asymptotic sequences over Z 
are proved in (4.5). I believe that (4.55) is new even for the Noetherian 
case. 
(4.5) THEOREM. Let R c B be as in (3.2) , let Z be a finitely generated 
ideal in B, and let bl,..., b,Y be nonunits in B. Then the following hold: 
(4.5.1) b ,,..., b, are an asymptotic sequence over Z f and only if their 
images in B/z are an asymptotic sequence over (I+ z)/z for all z E mAss B. 
(4.5.2) Zf Z is an ideal in B such that Z c Rad B, then 6, ,..., b, are an 
asymptotic sequence over Z if and only if their images in B/Z are an 
asymptotic sequence over (I + Z)/Z. 
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(4.5.3) Zf S is a multiplicatively closed set in B such that 
(4 6, ,..., b,)B, # B, and if b, ,..., b,? are an asymptotic sequence over I, then 
their images in B, are an asymptotic sequence over I,. The converse holds if 
P,#B,for all PEJ*((Z, b, ,..., bj)B) (i=O, l,..., s-l). 
(4.5.4) b, ,..., b, are an asymptotic sequence over I if and only if 
bl;l,..., b? are, where the ki are positive integers. 
(4.5.5) IfH is afinitely generated ideal in B such that (Hh), = (Ii)ufor 
some positive integers h and i, then b ,,..., b, are an asymptotic sequence over 
I tf and only if they are an asymptotic sequence over H. 
Proof. (4.5.1) follows readily from (4.1) and (3.4.1). 
For (4.5.2), J*(((Z, ,b ,,..., bi)B + Z)/Z) = {P/Z; P E A*( (I, b, ,..., bi)B) for 
i= 0, l,..., s by (3.5.2), so the conclusion follows readily from (4.1). 
For (4.5.3), note that if H is a finitely generated ideal in B, then (IS“), is 
a finite intersection of primary ideals for all k > 1, by (3.3.1), and 
((Hk),)s = ((Hs)k)U. Therefore it follows that A*(H,) is a well-defined 
finite set even if B, does not satisfy the hypotheses on B in (3.2). Therefore 
(4.5.3) follows readily from (4.1) and (3.4.2). 
For (4.5.4) it may be assumed by (3.2.1) and (3.2.2) that z n R E mAss R 
for all z E mAss B, that b, ,..., b, are in R, and that I = JB for some ideal J in 
R. Then b, ,..., b, are an asymptotic sequence over I if and only if they are 
an asymptotic sequence over J, by (4.2). Now this holds if and only if 
u, b , ,..., b, are an asymptotic sequence in S% = .!%?( R, J), by [ 11, (5.6)] and 
this holds if and only if u, bfl,..., bt? are an asymptotic sequence in .8, by 
[lo, (3.16)], if and only if bfl,..., b? are an asymptotic sequence over J, by 
[ 11, (5.6)], if and only if b’;l,..., b> are an asymptotic sequence over Z, by 
(4.2). 
For (4.5.5), assume that bl ,..., 6, are an asymptotic sequence over H. 
Then for n = l,... , s it holds that bL$ UA*((H, b’, ,..., bk- 1 )B), since 
b; ,..., b’ n-13 b,,..., b, are an asymptotic sequence over H, by hypothesis and 
(4.5.4). But ((H, b’,,..., b;_,)hB),=(((Hh)a, bhi bhi b;:‘)B))= 
(((r’),, b:‘,..., bj:‘,)B),= ((Z, 6: ,..., bi-, )‘B),, so it fdl;ows’f;;;;;, (3.4.3) that 
A*((H, b;,..., bk-, )B) = A*((I, b: ,..., biz ,)B) for n = l,..., s, so bt$ 
U A*((I, b: ,..., b:_ I )B), since b:, $ U A *((H, b; ,..., bj, _, )B). Therefore it 
follows from (4.1) that bf,..., bt are an asymptotic sequence over I, so 
b 1 ,...I b, are, by (4.5.4). Therefore the conclusion follows by symmetry. 
Q.E.D. 
(4.6)-(4.9) give further results concerning asymptotic sequences over 
finitely generated ideals I in B and factor rings of B. The first of these 
shows that the Z-residue classes of such a sequence are an asymptotic 
sequence in B/I. 
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(4.6) THEOREM. Let R G B be as in (3.2), let I be a finitely generated 
ideal in B, and let b, ,..., b, be an asymptotic sequence over I. Then their 
images in B/K are an asymptotic sequence in B/K for all ideals K such that 
I& KERad I. 
Proof By (3.2.1) and (3.2.2) it may be assumed that z n R E mAss R 
and (R/(z n R))’ = (B/z)’ for all z E mAss B, that I = JB for some ideal J in 
R, and that 6, ,..., b,s are in R. Also, by (3.3.3) and (3.3.1), A*(Z) is a finite 
set, so by (3.2.3) it may be assumed that P is the only prime ideal in B that 
lies over Pn R for all PE a*(Z). Now Rad I= Rad(Zk), for all k 3 1, and 
each P E Spec B that is minimal with respect o containing I is in J*(Z), by 
(3.5.1), so it follows that (Rad I) n R = Rad J. Then b, ,..., b, are an 
asymptotic sequence over J, by (4.2.1), so their images in R/J are an 
asymptotic sequence in R/J, by [4, (4.4)]. Therefore let K be an ideal in B 
such that IEKERadI. Then JcInRsKnRE(RadI)nR=RadJ, by 
our assumptions, so it follows from (4.5.2) (with I= (0) there and applied 
to R/J) that the images in R/(Kn R) of b, ,..., b, are an asymptotic sequence 
in R/(Kn R). Therefore, since RJ(Kn R) G B/K satisfy the hypotheses on 
R c B in (3.2), by (3.2.5), it follows from (4.2.2) (with I= (0) there) that the 
images of b, ,..., b, in B/K are an asymptotic sequence in BJK. Q.E.D. 
(4.7) COROLLARY. With the notation of (4.6), let PE Spec B be minimal 
with respect to containing I. Then the images in B/P of b, ,..., 6, are an 
asymptotic sequence in B/P. 
Proof: P/I is a minimal prime ideal in B/I. Also, R/(In R) c B/I satisfy 
the hypotheses on R c B in (3.2), by (3.2.5). Therefore the conclusion 
follows from (4.6) and (4.51). Q.E.D. 
Theorem (4.8) is a useful variation of (4.6) and (4.7). 
(4.8) THEOREM. Let RG B be as in (3.2), let I be a finitely generated 
ideal in B, and let b, ,..., h, be an asymptotic sequence over I. Then the follow- 
ing hold for i = I ,..,, s: 
(4.8.1) 6, ,..., b, are an asymptotic sequence over I and the images in 
Wb, ,...> bi)B of bi+ 1 y...) 6, are an asymptotic sequence over (I+ 
(b 1 ,...T bi)B)/(b, y...) bi)B. 
(4.8.2) Zf P is minimal in Spec B with respect to containing 
(b 1 >..., bi )B, then the images of b, + 1 ,..., b, in B/P are an asymptotic sequence 
over (I+ P)/P. 
(4.8.3) If H is an ideal in B such that Rad H= Rad (b(,..., b,)B, then 
the images in B/H of bi, ,,..., 6, are an asymptotic sequence over (I+ H)/H. 
Proof. (4.8.1) holds for Noetherian rings, by [ 12, (3.3)], so the proof of 
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(4.8.3) is similar to the proof of (4.6), so it will be omitted. Finally, (4.8.1) 
is a special case of (4.8.3), and the proof of (4.8.2) is similar to the proof of 
(4.9). Q.E.D. 
One of the more useful properties of R-sequences does not hold for 
asymptotic sequences. Specifically, if b, ,.,., bi are an asymptotic sequence in 
R and the (b ,,..., bi)R-residue classes of bi+ ,,..., b,Y are an asymptotic 
sequence in R/(b ,,..., b;)R, then b, ,..., b,, need not be an asymptotic 
sequence in R. However, if R is locally quasi-unmixed, then this does hold, 
by [ 12, (3.7)]. Theorem (4.9) shows that this continues to hold in B, if R is 
locally quasi-unmixed and z E mAss B implies z n R E mAss R. 
(4.9) THEOREM. Let R E B be as in (3.2), let I be a finitely generated 
ideal in B, and let b,,..., b,Y be nonunits in B. Assume that R is locally quasi- 
unmixed and that z E mAss B implies z n R E mAss R. Then the following are 
equivalent.. 
(4.9.1) b, ,..., b, are an asymptotic sequence over I. 
(4.9.2) There exists i (1 < i< s) such that bl,..., bi are an asymptotic 
sequence over I and the images in B/(b, ,..., bi)B of bi, ,,..., b,V are an 
asymptotic sequence over (I+ (6, ,..., b,)B)/(b ,,..., bi)B. 
(4.9.3) (4.9.2) holds for all i= l,..., s- 1. 
Proof. (4.9.1)* (4.9.3), by (4.8), and it is clear that (4.9.3)-(4.9.2). 
Finally assume that (4.9.2) holds. Then as in the proof of (3.7.3) it may be 
assumed by (3.2.2) that I= JB for some ideal J in R and that b, ,..., 6, are in 
R. Let H = (b, ,..., b,)B. Then R/(H n R) G B/H satisfy the hypotheses on 
RG B in (3.2), by (3.2.5) so the images in R/(Hn R) of b;, I ,..., b,V are an 
asymptotic sequence over (J+ (H n R))/(H n R), by hypothesis and (4.2.1). 
Also, Rad (Hn R) = Rad (b, ,..., bi)R, since (b ,,..., bi)R E (b, ,..., b,)Bn R = 
Hn R E H, n R = ((6, ,..., b,)R), (by (2.4)) c Rad (b, ,..., b,)R. Therefore it 
follows from (4.51) (applied to R/(HnR) and to R/(b,,..., bi)R) that the 
images of hi+ 1,..., b,Y in R/(b, ,..., b,)R are an asymptotic sequence over 
(J+ (b, ,..., b,)R)/(b, ,..., b,)R. Therefore b, ,..., b, are an asymptotic sequence 
over J, by [12, (3.7)], so b, ,..., b,Y are an asymptotic sequence over I, by 
(4.2.2). Q.E.D. 
This section will be closed with the following result; as with (3.7.3), the 
Noetherian case of (4.10.2) holds without the quasi-unmixed assumption. 
(4.10) THEOREM. Let R c B and SE D satisfy the hypotheses on R c B 
in (3.2), let I be a finitely generated ideal in B, let bl,..., b, be nonunits in B, 
and assume that D is a faithfully flat extension ring of B. Then the following 
hold: 
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(4.10.1) If bl,..., b, are an asymptotic sequence over ID, then the-y are 
an asymptotic sequence over I, 
(4.10.2) If S is locally quasi-unmixed, if z~mAss D implies zn S 
E mAss S, and if b, ,..., b, are an asymptotic sequence over I, then they are an 
asymptotic sequence over ID. 
Proof: (4.10.1) and (4.10.2) follow immediately from (3.7.1) and (3.7.3), 
respectively. Q.E.D. 
An additional result concerning asymptotic sequences is given in (6.3). 
5. ASYMPTOTIC GRADE AND ASYMPTOTIC COCRADE 
IN INTEGRAL EXTENSION RINGS 
In this section it is shown that the asymptotic grade and cograde of Z are 
well defined for finitely generated ideals Z in rings B as in (3.2). Then 
several bounds on this cograde are established when B is also quasi-local. 
For these results we need the following definitions. 
(5.1) DEFINITION. Let Z be an ideal in a ring B. Then: 
(5.1.1) The asymptotic grade of Z, denoted agd(Z), is the length of an 
asymptotic sequence in B that is maximal with respect to coming from Z 
(5.1.2) If B is quasi-local, then the asymptotic cograde of Z, denoted 
acogd(Z), is the maximal length of an asymptotic sequence over I. 
Remark. It is shown in [ 10, (3.1)] that agd(Z) is unambiguously 
defined when Z is an ideal in a Noetherian ring, and [l] shows the same 
for acogd(Z) if R is local. 
In (5.3) several known results concerning agd(Z) in Noetherian rings are 
extended to arbitrary ideals in B (since we always work with finite subsets 
of Z when considering agd(Z)). 
(5.3) THEOREM. Let R c B be as in (3.2) and let I be an arbitrary ideal in 
B. Then the,following hold. 
(5.3.1) Agd(Z) is unambiguously de$ned, and if I= JB for some ideal J 
in R and z E mAss B implies z n R E mAss R, then agd(Z) = agd (J). 
(5.3.2) Agd(Z) <agd((Z+z)/z) for all z~mAss B and equality holds 
,for some such z. 
(5.3.3) If S is a multiplicatively closed set in R such that I, # B,, then 
agd(Z) d agd(Z, ). 
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(5.3.4) Zf H is an ideal in B such that Rad H = Rad Z, then 
agd(Z) = agd(H). 
(5.3.5) rf S c D satisfy the hypotheses on R 2 B in (3.2) and if D is an 
integral extension ring of B, then agd(Z) 2 agd(ZD). Moreover, zf z E mAss D 
implies z n BE mAss B, then agd(Z) = agd(ZD). 
(5.3.6) Zf S C_ D satisfy the hypotheses on R c B in (3.2) and if D is a 
faithfully flat extension ring of B, then agd(Z) > agd(ZD) and equality holds 
if S is locally quasi-unmixed and z E mAss D implies z n SE mAss S. 
Proof: By (3.2.1) it may be assumed that z n R E mAss R for all 
z E mAss B. Therefore let h, ,..., b, and cr ,..., c, be two asymptotic sequences 
that are maximal with respect o coming from I. Then by (3.2.2) it may be 
assumed that b, ,..., b,, c, ,..., c, are in R. Then b, ,..., b, and c, ,..., c, are 
asymptotic sequences contained in In R, by (4.2.1) (with R and B in place 
of B and D, respectively, and with Z= (0) there). And since they are 
asymptotic sequences maximal respect to coming from Z it follows from 
(4.2.2) (with Z= (0) there) that they are asymptotic sequences maximal 
with respect to coming from In R. Therefore s = t, by (5.2). Finally, if 
Z= JB for some ideal J in R, then let b, ,..., b, be an asymptotic sequence 
that is maximal with respect to coming from J, so agd(J) = s, by (5.2). 
Then 6, ,..., b, are asymptotic sequence contained in Z, by (4.2.2) (with 
Z= (0) there). Also, Jsp for some p~A*((b, ,..., b,)R), since b ,,..., b, are a 
maximal asymptotic sequence from J, so there exists p~A*((b~,..., b,)B) 
such that Z= JB E P, by (3.3.4). Therefore it follows that bl,..., b, are a 
maximal asymptotic sequence from Z, hence agd(Z) = s = agd( J). 
For (5.3.2) let b, ,..., b, be an asymptotic sequence in B that is maximal 
with respect to being contained in Z, so agd(Z) = s, by (5.3.1). Then by 
(4.5.1) (with Z= (0) there) the images in B/z of bl,..., 6, are asymptotic 
sequence contained in (I + z)/z, so agd(Z) ,< agd((Z+ z)/z) for all 
z E mAss B. Also by (5.1.1) there exists PE A*((b, ,..., b,)B) such that Zc P, 
since 6, ,..., b, are a maximal asymptotic sequence from I. Then P/z E 
A*((b;,..., bi.) (B/z)) for some z~mAss B, by (3.4.1), where the ’ denotes 
residue class modulo z, and (I+ z)/z c P/z. Therefore b’, ,..., b: are a 
maximal asymptotic sequence from (I + 2)/z, so agd( (I + z)/z) = s = agd(Z), 
by (5.3.1). 
For (5.3.3), agd(Z,) is well defined, by (5.3.1) and (3.2.6) (and since 
SC R), so (5.3.3) follows from (4.5.3) (with Z= (0) there). 
For (5.3.4), if 6, ,..., b, are an asymptotic sequence from Z, then b’; ,..., b$ 
are an asymptotic sequence from H for all large k, by (4.5.4) (with Z= (0) 
there) and since Rad Z= Rad H. Therefore it follows that agd(Z) < agd(H), 
so (5.3.4) follows by symmetry. 
For (5.3.5) let agd(ZD) = s and assume that bl,..., bi (0 < i < s) in ID n R 
are an asymptotic sequence in ID. Then ID T& UA^*((b,,..., b;)D), since 
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i < s, so it follows that there exists bj+ r E ID n R such that 6, ,..., bi+ 1 are an 
asymptotic sequence in ID. Therefore it follows from (4.2.1) (with Z= (0) 
there) that agd(ZD) 6 agd(ZD n R), and agd(ZD n R) = agd(Z) by (5.3.4), 
since ZE ID n R E Z, by (2.4). The last statement in (5.3.5) follows from this 
and (4.2.2). 
Finally, the proof of (5.3.6) is similar to the proof of (5.3.5), but use 
(4.10.1) and (4.10.2) in place of (4.2.1) and (4.2.2). Q.E.D. 
Theorem. (5.4) extends several useful results for acogd(Z) from the 
Noetherian case to finitely generated ideals in B. 
(5.4) THEOREM. Let R E B be as in (3.2), assume that B is quasi-local, 
and let Z be a finitely generated ideal in B. Then the following hold. 
(5.4.1) Acogd(Z) is unambiguously defined, and I$ Z= JB for some 
ideal J in R and z E mAss B implies zn R E mAss R, then acogd(Z) = 
acogd( J). 
(5.4.2) Acogd(Z) < acogd((Z+ z)/z) for all z E mAss B and equality 
holds for some such z. 
(5.4.3) VH is afinitely generated ideal in B such that (Hh), = (I’), for 
some positive integers h and i, then acogd(Z) = acogd(H). 
(5.4.4) Zf S c D satisfy the hypotheses on R c B in (3.2), if D is an 
integral extension ring of B, and I$ z E mAss D implies z n BE mAss B, then 
acogd(Z) d acogd(ZD,) for all maximal ideals N in D and equality holds for 
some such N. 
(5.4.5) Zf S c D satisfy the hypotheses on R c B in (3.2) and if D is a 
faithfully flat extension ring of B such that S is locally quasi-unmixed and 
z E mAss D implies z n SE mAss S, then acogd(Z) < acogd(Z,) for all 
maximal ideals N in S and equality holds tf height N = altitude B. 
Proof The proof of (5.4.1) is similar to (and easier than) the proof of 
(5.3.1), so it will be omitted. 
(5.4.2) follows from (4.5.1) and (3.4.1), since b, ,..., b, are a maximal 
asymptotic sequence over Z if and only if the maximal ideal M in B is in 
ii*((Z, b ,,..., b,)B), by (5.1.2), and a similar statement holds in each B/z. 
(5.4.3) is clear by (4.5.5). 
The inequality in (5.4.4) holds by (4.2.2) and (4.5.3). (Note that for i = 0, 
l,..., s, J*((Z, bl ,..., bi)D,)= {P,; PE~*((Z, bl,..., bi)D) and P&N}, by 
(3.4.2), so acogd(ZD,) is well defined even if D, does not satisfy the 
hypotheses on B in (3.2).) And it follows as in the proof of (5.4.2) that 
equality holds in (5.4.4) for some such N, by (3.6.1) and (3.4.2). 
Finally, the proof of (5.4.5) is similar to the proof of (5.4.4), but use 
(4.10.2) and (3.7.1) in place of (4.2.2) and (3.6.1), respectively. Q.E.D. 
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In [4], several bounds on acogd(Z) were proved in the local ring case. 
(5.5) extends these to finitely generated ideals in B when B is quasi-local 
(and as in (3.2)). The proof of (5.5) uses (6.3), so we note here that (6.3) 
does not depend on (5.5). (Concerning (5.5.1), the little depth of a prime 
ideal p in a ring B is the shortest length of a maximal chain of prime ideals 
in B/p. Also, Z(Z) in (5.5.4) denotes the analytic spread of I; by definition, if 
Z is an ideal in a quasi-local ring (B, M), then Z(Z) = depth(u, M) %‘(B, I).) 
(5.5) THEOREM. Let R E B be as in (3.2), assume that B is quasi-local, 
let Z be a finitely generated ideal in B, and let M be the maximal ideal in B. 
Then the following hold: 
(5.5.1) Acogd(Z) < min{little depth P; PEA*(Z)}. 
(5.5.2) Acogd(Z) 6 agd(M/Z). 
(5.5.3) Acogd(Z) d agd(M) - agd(Z). 
(5.5.4) Acogd(Z) B agd(M) - Z(Z). 
Proof’I By (3.2.1) and (3.2.2) it may be assumed that z n R E mAss B 
and that Z= JB for some ideal J in R. Therefore acogd(Z) = acogd(J), by 
(54.1). 
For (5.5.1) let k=min{little depth P; PEA*(Z)}, let PEA*(Z) such that 
little depth P = k, and let P = P, c P, c . . . c Pk = M be a saturated chain 
of prime ideals in B. (Note that little depth P < co, since altitude B = 
altitude R < co, and A*(Z) is a finite set, by (3.3.3) and (3.3.1).) Then by 
(3.2.3) it may also be assumed that Pi is the only prime ideal in B that lies 
over Pin R, for i= 0, l,..., k. Then clearly little depth Pn R = k, and 
P n R E A*(J), by (3.3.4) and the preceding paragraph. Therefore, since 
acogd(J) <mintlittle depthp; p E d*(J)}, by [4, (3.5)], it follows from 
acogd(Z) = acogd(J) that (5.5.1) holds. 
(5.5.2) and (5.5.3) follow immediately from (4.6) and (6.3), respectively. 
For (5.5.4), let W = 9(R, J) and ?8 = g(B, I), so L# contains and is 
integral over 9 (since Z= JB). Therefore it readily follows from integral 
dependence that depth(N, u)9 = depth(M, u)W, where N is the maximal 
ideal in R, so Z(J) = Z(Z) (by the paragraph preceding this theorem). 
Therefore, since agd(N) = agd(NB) = agd(M), by (5.3.1) and (5.3.4) (and 
the first paragraph of this proof), since acogd(Z)=acogd(J), and since 
acogd(Z) >agd(N)-Z(J), by [4, (7.6)], it follows that (5.5.4) holds. 
Q.E.D. 
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6. FURTHER RESULTS 
In this section it is first shown that three additional results concerning 
asymptotic prime divisors and asymptotic sequences in Noetherian rings 
continue to hold in rings B as in (3.2). Then we close by briefly considering 
two important specific cases of the results in Sections 3 and 4. 
Theorem (6.1) gives a nice containment relationship between asymptotic 
prime divisors of Z and of (Z, b, ,..., 6, )B, where bl ,..., b, are an asymptotic 
sequence over I. It is related to (4.4). 
(6.1) THEOREM. Let R G B be as in (3.2), let Z be a finitely generated ideal 
in B, and let b , ,..., b, be an asymptotic sequence over I. Let p E J*(Z) and let 
PE Spec B be minimal with respect to containing (p, b,,..., b,)B. Then PE 
ii*((Z, b ,,..., b,)B). 
Proof: By (3.2.1) and (3.2.2) it may be assumed that z n R E mAss R 
and (R/(z n R))’ = (B/z)’ for all z E mAss B, that Z= JB for some ideal J in 
R, and that b, ,..., b, are in R. Also, by (3.2.3) it may be assumed that p and 
P are the only prime ideals in B that lie over q =p n R and Q = P n R, 
respectively. Then b, ,..., b, are an asymptotic sequence over J, by (4.2.1), 
and qE J*(J), by (3.3.4). Also, Q is a minimal prime divisor of (q, 
b 1 >..., b, ) R, for if (q, 6, ,..., 6, ) R E Q’ E Q for some Q’ E Spec R, then by the 
Going-Up Theorem for q c Q’ E Q and the uniqueness of p and P lying 
over q and Q (and since (Z, b, ,..., b,)B=(J, b, ,..., b,Y)B) it follows that 
necessarily Q’=Q. Therefore QEA*((J, b, ,..., b,)R), by 14, (3.2)], so the 
conclusion follows from (3.3.4) and the uniqueness of P lying over Q. 
Q.E.D. 
Theorem (6.2) shows that an asymptotic prime divisor P of an ideal X 
generated by an asymptotic sequence in B is an asymptotic prime divisor of 
all finitely generated ideals between X and P. 
(6.2) THEOREM. Let R c B be as in (3.2), let b,,..., 6, be an asymptotic 
sequence in B, and let PeA*((b 1,..., b,)B. Then PEA*(Z) for all finitely 
generated ideals Z in B such that (b, ,..., b,7)Bc Rad ZE P. 
Proof: By (3.2.1) and (3.2.2) it may be assumed that zn R E mAss R 
and (R/(z n R))’ = (B/z)’ for all z E mAss B and that b, ,..., b, are in R. Let Z 
be a finitely generated ideal in B such that (b, ,..., b,)B E Rad ZS P. Then it 
may also be assumed that Z= JB for some ideal J in R and, as in the proof 
of (4.6), that (Rad I) n R = Rad J and that P is the only prime ideal in B 
that lies over Q= Pn R. Then QEA*((~~ ,..,, b,)R), by (3.3.4), and b, ,..., b, 
are an asymptotic sequence in R, by (4.2.1) (with Z= (0) there). Therefore 
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by [13, (2.6)] QE~*(.Z), since (bl,..., b,)RsRadJcQ, so by the uni- 
queness of P lying over Q it follows from (3.3.4) that PEA*(Z). Q.E.D. 
Theorem (6.3) gives a useful result concerning asymptotic sequences. 
One of its consequences was given in (5.5.3). 
(6.3) THEOREM. Let R E B be as in (3.2), assume that B is quasi-local 
with maximal ideal M, let I be a finitely generated ideal in B, and let c1 ,..,, c, 
be an asymptotic sequence in I. Then there exists a maximal asymptotic 
sequence b, ,..., b,V over I such that c1 ,..., c,, 6, ,..., b, are an asymptotic 
sequence in B. 
Proof. Let acogd(Z) = s. Then it may clearly be assumed that s > 0, so 
M$A*(Z), and so M$A*((c 1 ,..., c,) B), by (6.2). Therefore pick 
b,~M,#u {P; PEA*(Z)} and b, C U{P; PE~*((c~,..., c,)B)). (A*(Z) and 
A*((q,..., c,)B) are finite sets, by (3.3.3) and (3.3.1).) Then b, is an 
asymptotic sequence over Z, and it readily follows that acogd((Z, b, ) B) = 
s- 1. Also, cI ,..., c,, b, are an asymptotic sequence in (Z, bl)B, so the con- 
clusion follows by induction on s. Q.E.D. 
We close by giving two important special cases that involve the material 
in Sections 3 and 4. For the first of these, note that the hypotheses on R 
and I hold if R is Cohen-Macaulay and Z is generated by an R-sequence 
(by [9, (4.3)]) or if R is locally quasi-unmixed and Z is generated by an 
asymptotic sequence (by [lo, (4.6)]). 
(6.4) THEOREM. Let R c C be Noetherian domains such that C is integral 
over R and R is either integrally closed or locally quasi-unmixed. Let B be a 
ring such that CC B c c’ and let I be an ideal in R such that every p E A*(Z) 
has height = height I. Then A*(ZB) is a well-definedfinite set and every P E 
A*(ZB) has height = height I. Therefore if P is a prime divisor of (ZkB), for 
some k 2 1, then height P = height I. 
Proof d*(ZB) is a well-defined finite set by (3.3.3) and (3.3.1), and if 
Pea*(ZB), then Pn REA*(Z), by (3.3.4). Therefore the hypothesis on R 
implies that height P = height Pn R, by [S, (10.14)] (if R is integrally 
closed) or by [6, Theorem 3.81 (if R is locally quasi-unmixed). The last 
statement follows from this, since P E A*(ZB), by (3.3.2). Q.E.D. 
The final result, (6.5), considers an even more special case then (6.4). 
(6.5) THEOREM. Let R C_ C be Noetherian domains such that C is integral 
over R and is Cohen-Macaulay, and let bI,..., b, be an asymptotic sequence 
in R. Then bI,..., b, are a prime sequence in C. Moreover, if 
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height N = height Nn R for all maximal ideals N in C, then every P E 
A*((b, ,..., 6, ) R) has height s. 
Proof b r,..., b, are an asymptotic sequence in C, by (4.2.2) (with Z= (0) 
there), so they are a prime sequence in C, by [9, (4.6)]. Also, if height N = 
height N n R for all maximal ideals N in C, then R is locally quasi-unmixed, 
by [6, Theorem 3.101. Further, if p E J*((b, ,..., b, ) R), then there exists P E 
J*((b, ,..., b, ) C) such that P n R =p, by (3.3.4), so height p = height P, by 
[6, Theorem 3.81 (since R is locally quasi-unmixed). Finally, height P = s 
since bl,..., b, are a prime sequence in the Cohen-Macaulay ring C and P is 
a prime divisor of (b, ,..., b,)kC for all large k, by [9, (4.3)]. Q.E.D. 
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